CHINA RELEASES CHEMICALS INTO THE STRATOSPHERE TO REDUCE GLOBAL WARMING

MANAGE THE UNMANAGEABLE
NO ONE KNOWS WHAT TOMORROW BRINGS

Learn to predict the unpredictable and manage the unmanageable

STUDY MSC. IN SECURITY RISK MANAGEMENT

Global challenges, such as terrorism, the financial crisis and environmental problems, have transformed the traditional way of assessing security risks. In this new masters programme you will learn how to understand these changes and the organisational uncertainty they often entail. With cases based on real worklife situations you will be trained to navigate the complex and global environment that today's companies and public organisations operate in. You will gain competences to translate risks and security challenges into new security and risk management practices; to recognise new opportunities; to develop strategies for managing risks; and to lead these processes.

We offer

Teaching by leading international researchers on risk and security.

New case-based teaching methods and close interaction with practitioners and future employers.

Vibrant international student environment in Copenhagen, awarded the most liveable city in the world by the magazine Monocle.

No tuition fee for EU/EEA and Swiss citizens. Tuition for non-EU/EEA citizens is €10.000 per year.

READ MORE AT: WWW.POLSCI.KU.DK